The Method of Nearby Problems (MNP) is employed to evaluate various discretization error estimators. Steadystate Burgers equation is chosen as the example case. Fifth-order Hermite splines are used to generate the analytic curve fit, and the development of these splines in 1D is discussed. Results are presented for Burgers equation corresponding to a viscous shock wave for Reynolds numbers of 8, 64, and 512, as well as for a modified version of Burgers equation with a variable viscosity at a nominal Reynolds number of 64. The results obtained using Hermite splines are compared with the results obtained using cubic splines as well as global Legendre polynomials. Whereas the Legendre polynomial fits exhibited large errors at the boundaries, Hermite splines provide good approximations over the entire domain. Furthermore, in contrast to cubic splines, Hermite splines are shown to provide slopecontinuous source terms due to the use of C 3 continuity at spline zone interfaces. The fifth-order Hermite splines are used to generate an exact solution to a problem nearby the original Burgers equation. Various discretization error estimators are evaluated both for the original Burgers equation, the nearby problem, and a version of Burgers equation with a nonlinear viscosity term. The Method of Nearby Problems is also examined as an error estimator.
Introduction
OURCES of error in computational simulation can be classified into two main categories: modeling errors and numerical errors. Modeling errors arise due to a given model's inability to reproduce the behavior observed in the real world. For example, a turbulence model may be calibrated for attached, zero pressure gradient flow, but fail to predict the correct separation characteristics in a flow with a strong adverse pressure gradient. Numerical errors can be associated with a number of sources including mesh resolution, time step, discretization scheme, iterative convergence, round-off, and coding mistakes. For complex simulations (e.g., coupled, nonlinear partial differential equations with arbitrary geometry), it is particularly important to control and understand numerical errors. Failure to do so can not only lead to incorrect conclusions in risk assessment and model validation studies, but can also erode confidence in computational simulation.
S
Discretization error estimators can be broadly classified into two main categories: extrapolation-based and finiteelement-based error estimators. The extrapolation-based error estimators are based on Richardson extrapolation, where the numerical solutions on two or more meshes are extrapolated to zero element size to approximate the exact solution. The finite-element error estimators can be further divided into residual-based error estimators (currently an active research area) and recovery-based error estimators (e.g., the popular Zienkiewicz-Zhu error estimator). In this work, we will focus on extrapolation-based error estimators as they are applicable to any discretization approach (finite difference, finite volume, or finite element).
The standard methods for evaluating the efficacy of error estimators involve the use of either exact solutions or benchmark numerical solutions. For complex partial differential equations (e.g., the Navier-Stokes equations), there are generally only a limited number of exact solutions available. Furthermore, these exact solutions often involve significant simplifications and do not exercise the general governing equations. For example, consider the flow between moving parallel plates separated by a small gap (Couette flow). Here the velocity gradient is linear and thus the diffusion term, a second derivative of velocity, is identically zero and is therefore not exercised. The use of a benchmark numerical solution (or "truth" mesh) is also problematic since the accuracy of the benchmark solution is generally unknown. In addition, assessing the rate of convergence of the numerical method is difficult without a true exact solution.
There has been some prior work in the literature dealing with the generation of exact solutions. One example is the method of manufactured solutions, 1, 2, 3 where an analytic solution is chosen a priori and the governing equations are modified by the addition of analytic source terms. These source terms come from operating the original governing equation onto the chosen solution. This chosen solution is now the exact solution to the modified set of governing equation, which consists of the original governing equations combined with the generated source term. The purpose of manufactured solutions is for code verification, that is, to ensure to the highest degree possible that a given simulation code is free from coding mistakes. The manufactured solutions are generally chosen a priori for their smoothness and for their ability to exercise all terms in the governing equations. However, code verification is a mathematical exercise that does not attempt to assess the adequacy of the physical models, thus the solutions are generally nonphysical.
Another approach to generating exact solutions was developed by Lee and Junkins 4 for one-dimensional nonlinear ordinary differential equations (ODEs). The basic idea behind their work is summarized in the following steps:
• Compute a numerical solution on a highly refined mesh (i.e., small time step).
• Generate an analytic solution from a global fit to the fine grid numerical solution based on the least squares approach using Chebyshev polynomials.
• Use symbolic manipulation (in their case MACSYMA) to plug the analytic polynomial solution into the original ODEs to generate small source terms.
• Solve the nearby problem, consisting of the original ODEs plus the small source terms, on a series of different discretizations. The goal of their work was to determine the optimal numerical integration parameters for a given problem. Junkins and Lee 5 later extended their methodology to nonlinear hybrid ODE/PDEs that arise from flexible multi-body dynamical systems in two dimensions (both time and space).
In our initial work 6 on the Method of Nearby Problems we examined the generation of exact solutions to problems near an original problem of interest. We examined two cases: fully developed laminar flow in a channel and a lid-driven cavity. An exact solution for the channel flow was successfully generated, while an exact solution to the driven cavity was elusive, primarily due to the strong corner singularities at the driven wall. A later paper 7 presented rigorous mathematical theory for the method as applied to first-order nonlinear ODEs. A more recent paper 8 focused on the generation of exact solutions to Burger's equation using global polynomial fits. In this work, both Legendre polynomials and standard polynomials were shown to be insufficient due to large errors generated near sharp features and at boundaries. In the current paper, we seek to overcome the problems with global polynomials by using fifth-order Hermite splines. After using the improved, local curve fits to generate problems near the original problem, the nearby problem is then used to evaluate various discretization error estimators.
II. Nearby Problem Methodology
The steps in the Method of Nearby Problems can be summarized as follows:
• Establish an accurate numerical solution • Generate an analytic curve fit to step #1 above • Generate analytic source terms • Numerically solve "nearby" problem • Evaluate the discretization error in the "nearby" problem These five steps are described in detail below.
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A. Accurate Numerical Solution
Once the problem of interest is identified, the first step is to compute a highly refined numerical solution. While this solution will have some associated discretization error, this fact will not pose a problem as will be shown later.
B. Analytic Curve Fit
This step is generally the most difficult step and involves generating an accurate analytic fit of the numerical solution computed in step A above. When spline fits are employed, a certain amount of continuity is required across spline zones. Since we generally require that the source terms generated by the method be smooth, when examining a second order differential equation such as Burgers equation, C 3 continuity is required. That is, we must have continuity of the solution as well as its first, second, and third derivatives across the spline zones. Once the curve fit has been generated, some measure of the "goodness" of the fit must be quantified to determine how well it satisfies the given data (i.e., the original numerical solution). 
C. Generation of Analytic Source Terms
The analytic curve fit from step B now becomes the exact solution to a set of equations "near" the original equations. In fact, these neighboring equations differ from the original equations only by a (hopefully) small source term. These source terms come from operating the original equations (along with any auxiliary equations) onto the curve fit solution from step B. As the size of these source terms approach zero, solutions to the perturbed equations approach the solution of the original equations (with possible smoothness constraints).
How small do the source terms need to be? Relating the "solution distance" to the "equation distance" for a nonzero source term is difficult. Theory may tell us how to measure these distances as a function of source term size for very simple cases (e.g., linear PDEs), but the authors are not aware of any work addressing this issue for general coupled nonlinear PDEs. The resulting perturbed equations would still be valuable as a verification problem, but would possibly not be as close to the starting equations as one would like (i.e., the "physics regime" is too different). We nonetheless expect that the resulting methodology presented here to be of great practical value.
The closeness of these neighboring equations to the original equations is determined by examining the size of the associated source terms. Recall the definition of the
Because the domain of integration should be obvious, and we are only using the L 2 norm, we make the notational simplification that
In the present case, the L 2 norm of the source term for each governing equation is calculated by integrating over the domain of interest Ω . In theory this integration could be performed analytically. Unfortunately, as the governing equations or curve fit functions become more complex, analytic integration (using a symbolic math package) becomes less efficient. We instead numerically integrate the source term on successively finer meshes until the norm converges.
D. Numerical Solution to Nearby Problem
The neighboring problem is then discretized and computed on a series of meshes, including the source term from the last step and any perturbed boundary conditions. For consistent numerical schemes and sufficiently refined meshes, the formal order of accuracy of the numerical scheme should be observed, even on our perturbed equations. In general, the discretization error should drop as , where r is the grid refinement factor and p the formal order of accuracy. In order to examine the global discretization error behavior, we define the discrete error function
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E. Evaluation of the Discretization Error
Since the exact solution to the nearby problem is now known, the discretization error in the numerical solution to the nearby problem no longer has to be estimated, but can now be evaluated exactly.
III. Spline Fits
In our previous work, we attempted to achieve good fits to an underlying numerical solution using global polynomials. These global polynomials tended to provide poor approximations of the numerical solution both at the boundaries and in the vicinity of large gradients. In the current work, we rely exclusively on spline fits, where a piecewise-polynomial approximation is made by dividing the domain into subintervals. Different polynomials are constructed to represent each of these subintervals, and certain continuity constraints are enforced at the interval boundaries.
Cubic Splines
A cubic spline is a spline polynomial constructed of piecewise third-order polynomials. A cubic polynomial spline is twice continuously differentiable and depends on four parameters. It can be written as:
and the setup of the system is explained diagrammatically in Fig. 0 . 
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Fifth-Order Hermite Splines
A fifth degree Hermite spline is a spline polynomial constructed of piecewise fifth-order polynomials. This is given by,
where the same spline system shown in Fig. 0 is used. The conditions used to construct a fifth degree Hermite spline are:
where again there are points ranging from 0 to . Here we have set
IV.
Error Estimators
Relative Discretization Error (RDE)
The Relative Discretization Error, or RDE, on the fine grid can be written as
where f exact is an approximation to the exact solution. We can estimate f exact using Richardson extrapolation which is given by
where r is the grid refinement factor, p is the observed order of accuracy and 2 f and 1 f are the solutions at coarser and the finer meshes respectively.
Order of Accuracy
The RDE requires the order of accuracy p as an input. The order of accuracy can either be assumed to be equal to the formal order of accuracy, or it can be computed using solutions on three meshes as:
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Mixed-Order Error Estimator
Roy has developed an error estimator to work in cases where two error terms are significant contributors to the error. This error estimator requires three mesh levels. For a constant mesh refinement factor between the three meshes, the estimate of the exact solution takes the following form: 
Method of Nearby Problems (MNP)
The Method of Nearby Problems itself can be used as an error estimator. Because the MNP approach involves the generation of an exact solution to the nearby problem, the discretization error on any given mesh can be evaluated exactly. If the nearby problem is "close enough" to the original problem of interest, then the error on a given mesh for the nearby problem is expected to be very close to the error in the original problem on the same mesh. The relative error in the fine grid for the nearby problem can be evaluated exactly as:
The cost of using MNP as an error estimator is approximately equal to the cost of computing the numerical solution to the original problem since the same mesh is used (there is of course some additional overhead associated with the spline fitting procedure). An advantage to using MNP as an error estimator is that it may provide reasonable error estimates even when the numerical solution is not within the asymptotic convergence range. Our results presented in section VI suggest that this may indeed be the case.
V. Burgers Equation
Burgers equation is a quasi-linear, parabolic partial differential equation of the form where u(x,t) is a scalar field. Here the position is given by x, the time by t, and ν is the viscosity. We have selected Burgers equation as there are a number of known exact solutions. 10 Of these, we have chosen three solutions for our initial testing. These solutions were chosen because they are smooth, non-trivial, and are in the real plane. In addition, they can be related to certain physical phenomena occurring in fluid mechanics, and they do not involve infinite series. The three exact solutions that we have identified as test cases are: In the above equations, the prime denotes a dimensionless variable. These exact solutions are presented in Fig. 1,  Fig. 2a, and Fig. 2b , respectively, where x′ is on the ordinate and t′ the abscissa. In the current paper, we limit our computations to steady-state cases only.
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VI.
Results
For all cases presented herein, a fully implicit numerical scheme was employed which is formally second-order accurate in space. The Reynolds number for Burgers equation can be defined as
where Uref is taken as the maximum value for u(x,t) in the domain (generally Uref = 2 m/s), Lref is the domain width (generally Lref = 8 m), and the choice for υ specifies the Reynolds number.
Burgers Equation
For the steady-state case, the υ values were chosen as 2, 1/4, and 1/32 m 2 /s, corresponding to Reynolds numbers of 8, 64, and 512, respectively. As the Reynolds number is increased, the viscous shock will become sharper. Since the shock needs to be resolved in all cases, additional grid points are needed for the high Reynolds number solutions. The number of grid points employed in computing the underlying numerical solution for the Re = 8, 64, and 512 cases were 257, 513, and 1025, respectively. Since in the special case of Burgers equation exact solutions exist, the numerical solution to the original equation can be examined for convergence at the formal order of accuracy of two. For the Re = 8 case, the numerical solutions were found to converge at a second-order rate as expected. The discretization error (DE) for two mesh levels is shown in Fig. 3a , and indicates that the discretization error does indeed drop as , where
r is the mesh refinement factor and p is the order of accuracy. Fig. 3b shows the order of accuracy of the discrete L2 error norms over the entire domain as a function of the mesh spacing h The cubic spline fit approach was also used to approximate the numerical solution of Reynolds number 8 case. Fig.5 . shows the approximation for Reynolds number 8 case using a 9 point Cubic Spline and a 17 point cubic spline. While the cubic splines appear to provide adequate fits to the underlying numerical solution, further examination (see Fig. 10 ) will show that the source terms are no longer slope continuous. a b Fig. 5 . Approximation of the numerical solution with cubic spline fits of a) 9 spline points and b) 17 spline points.
In our previous work 8 we used global fits (Legendre polynomials). An example for Reynolds number of 16 is shown in Fig. 6 . The solutions for various degree Legendre polynomials exhibit large oscillations, especially near the boundaries (Fig. 6a) . The poor representation of the underlying numerical solution leads to large source terms near the boundaries (Fig. 6b) with magnitudes on the order of 10. Furthermore, the source terms become larger at the boundaries as the polynomial order is increased. 
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When the fifth-order Hermite splines were implemented, the magnitude of the source term was much smaller as desired. The size of the source term for the Reynolds number 8 case is shown in Fig. 7 to vary with the number of spline zones employed. However, in each case, the source term is much smaller than that seen in the global polynomial fits (Fig. 6) , with maximum magnitudes on the order of 0.001 for 17 spline zones. a b c Fig. 7 . Magnitude of source term with a) 5, b) 9, and c) 17 spline points for Re = 8.
Similarly, source terms were also calculated for Reynolds number 64 case using Hermite spline fits. Fig. 8a-c shows the distribution of the source term using 17, 33, and 65 spline points, respectively. Again, the magnitude of the source term is of the order of 0.07 when at least 65 spline zones are used. Source terms were also calculated for Reynolds number of 512 case, which has a very sharp discontinuity at the shock. Fig. 9a-c shows the source terms using 129, 257, and 1025 spline points, respectively. For this very high Reynolds number case, the spline fits are unable to capture the discontinuity adequately until over 1000 spline points are used. The large number of spline points required is due to the nearly discontinuous nature of the shock for this high Reynolds number case. a b c Fig. 9 . Magnitude of source term with 129, 257, and 1025 spline points for Re = 512.
The Reynolds number 8 case was also approximated using standard cubic splines. Fig. 10 shows the distribution of the source term along the spatial distance using 9, 17, and 33 spline points. While the magnitude of the source term does indeed decrease with increasing number of spline points, the source term is no longer smooth. There are now slope discontinuities at the boundaries between the spline zones. a b c Fig. 10 . Spread of source term for cubic spline approximations using a) 9, b) 17, and c) 33 spline points.
Having established the usefulness of Hermite splines for generating exact solutions to a nearby problem, we are now in a position to evaluate the various error estimators. We now examine the Relative Discretization Error (RDE) estimates on various grid levels using four different methods: 1) RDE with global p: Richardson extrapolation assuming the formal order of accuracy (requiring two grids), 2) RDE with local p: Richardson extrapolation employing the locally calculated order of accuracy (requiring three grids), 3) Mixed Order: a mixed-order error estimator (requiring three grids), and 4) MNP: the Method of Nearby Problems requiring only one grid. Numerical solutions are computed on a wide range of grid levels. In cases where multiple mesh levels are required to obtain the error estimate, the error is reported on the finest grid only. Grid refinement is performed by doubling the node spacing (i.e., grid doubling) in all cases.
For the Reynolds number of 64 case, the discretization error results are shown in Fig. 11 for a) the 1281 node mesh, b) the 641 node mesh and c) the 321 node mesh. All of the approaches provide good error estimates over most of the domain, with MNP and the mixed-order method yielding slightly high and low estimates, respectively, relative to the true error (which is known since the exact solution to Burgers equation is known). 
Discretization error is also computed for the Reynolds number of 8 case, for all the meshes and we see that for the finer meshes, the estimates by all the error estimators are almost similar to the true error. As the mesh becomes coarser we notice that MNP yields slightly high estimates while the others provide a low estimate, relative to true error. Fig. 12 shows the distribution of the various discretization error results for a) very fine mesh and b) coarse mesh. Once the error estimators have been evaluated, we then use these estimators to come up with the discretization error in the nearby problem. For this also we used different meshes for each Reynolds number case. For Reynolds number of 8, we used 33 spline fit points. The results are presented in Fig. 13 for 1025 and 257 node meshes. We see that for the finer grid all the estimators give a slightly high error estimate relative to the true error and for the coarser grid, the RDE with local and global order of accuracy gives high estimates, while mixed order gives a slightly lower estimate relative to true error. Discretization error was also computed for the nearby problem for the Reynolds number of 64 case. Here we see that for the very coarse case mixed order estimator gives a large difference while the others provide good estimates for both very fine and very coarse mesh as is shown in Fig. 14. Fig. 15 , and no exact solution is known for this nonlinear viscosity variation. This modified form of Burgers equation was solved numerically using a mesh with 1025 spatial points. This numerical solution was then used to generate spline fits with varying number of splines. Source terms for the various spline fits are given in Fig. 16 , and the spline with 65 points, appears to provide a small source term. The nearby problem to the modified form of the Burgers equation was solved and different error estimators were used to estimate the discretization error. A nominal Reynolds number 64 case was run for meshes of 257 and 1025 nodes. Fig. 17 shows the distribution of the discretization error over the spatial domain using different error estimators. The discretization error in the domain was very low except for a small region where the shock wave located. To show the variations in the error estimates clearly, the plot has been constructed in a shortened spatial domain of 2 m to 4 m. 
Conclusions
The Method of Nearby Problems has been extended using local, fifth-order Hermite spline fits. When applied to Burgers equation, these local splines are shown to provide small source terms given sufficient resolution of the features, suggesting that the nearby problems are indeed "near" to the original equation. In addition, the fifth-order Hermite splines are shown to provide smooth source terms due to the requirement of C 3 continuity, as compared with cubic splines which only enforce C 2 continuity. The nearby problem is then used to assess the effectiveness of various discretization error estimators. The error estimates in the nearby problem are found to be similar to those seen in the original Burgers equation. In addition, the Method of Nearby Problems is also employed as an error estimator itself. The MNP approach is shown to provide good error estimates, while only requiring two calculations (the original problem and the nearby problem) on a single grid. The MNP approach thus does not suffer from the problem of requiring multiple asymptotic grid solutions.
